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Abstract—Digital signal processing (DSP) has been widely ap-
plied in optical communication systems to mitigate various signal
distortions and has become one of the key technologies that have
sustained data traffic growth over the past decade. However, the
strict energy budget of application-specific integrated circuit-based
DSP chips has prevented the deployment of some powerful but
computationally costly DSP algorithms in real applications. As a
result, fiber nonlinearity-induced signal distortions impede fiber
communication systems, especially in wavelength-division multi-
plexed (WDM) transmission systems. To solve these challenges in
DSP, there has been a surge of interest in implementing neural
networks-based signal processing using photonics hardware (i.e.,
photonic neural networks). Photonic neural networks promise to
break performance limitations in electronics and gain advantages
in bandwidth, latency, and power consumption in solving intellec-
tual tasks that are unreachable by conventional digital electronic
platforms. This work proposes a photonic recurrent neural net-
work (RNN) capable of simultaneously resolving dispersion and
both intra and inter-channel fiber nonlinearities in multiple WDM
channels in the photonic domain, for the first time to our best knowl-
edge. Furthermore, our photonic RNN can directly process optical
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WDM signals in the photonic domain, avoiding prohibitive energy
consumption and speed overhead in analog to digital converters
(ADCs). Our proposed photonic RNN is fully compatible with
mature silicon photonic fabrications. We demonstrate in simulation
that our photonic RNN can process multiple WDM channels simul-
taneously and achieve a reduced bit error rate compared to typical
DSP algorithms for all WDM channels in a pulse-amplitude mod-
ulation 4-level (PAM4) transmission system, thanks to its unique
capability to address inter-channel fiber nonlinearities. In addition
to signal quality performance, the proposed system also promises
to significantly reduce the power consumption and the latency
compared to the state-of-the-art DSP chips, according to our power
and latency analysis.

Index Terms—Digital signal processing, neuromorphic
computing, nonlinear optics, optical fiber communication,
photonic neural network, signal equalization, wavelength-division
multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

G LOBAL internet traffic is growing exponentially, as driven
by bandwidth-hungry applications, such as cloud comput-

ing, virtual/augmented reality, and high-definition video stream-
ing [1]. To meet the demands for capacity growth, today’s
optical communication systems widely deploy densely spaced
wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) channels and high-
order modulation formats [2], which inevitably leads to in-
creased signal distortions. The signal distortions originate from
the combined effects of chromatic dispersion (CD) and Kerr non-
linearity in optical fibers. In WDM systems, Kerr nonlinearity
causes more severe impairments due to the cross-phase mod-
ulation (XPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) among different
wavelength channels.

Digital signal processing (DSP) technology is widely em-
ployed in today’s transport systems to compensate for signal
distortions. It has successfully supported fiber capacity growth
over the past decade [3], [4], [5], [6]. However, in handling the
data rates in state-of-the-art optical communication systems,
the power dissipation of 7 nm complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) DSP chips for 800-Gigabit Ethernet has
already approached the maximum thermal dissipation capacity
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of modern packaging technologies [7], [8]. The problem of sur-
passing the thermal capacity has necessitated a careful compro-
mise in the complexity of DSP algorithms to ensure that power
consumption is within an acceptable limit. As a result, some
powerful but computationally intensive DSP algorithms have
not been employed in practice. A prominent algorithm for fiber
nonlinearity compensation is the digital backpropagation (DBP)
algorithm [4], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], which is capable of
solving both intra and inter-channel distortions by inversing the
coupled multi-channel nonlinear Schrödinger equation using the
received WDM signals as the inputs to the equation. However,
the consequence is that DBP must process several high-speed
and large bandwidth WDM channels concurrently, resulting in
prohibitively large bandwidth and data communication overhead
while being too complicated to implement on an application-
specific integrated circuits (ASIC) chip [14]. As a result, non-
linear distortions in fiber communication systems remain an
impediment, particularly in WDM transmission systems.

More fundamentally, a critical aspect of increasing fiber
capacity is that it relies on consistently reducing the power
consumption per bit of the DSP chip as the data rate increases.
A survey article by Frey et al. [15] compared the scaling of
integrated circuit node size and DSP ASICs for optical com-
munications. The result showed that DSP ASICs closely follow
the current CMOS generations. This implies that increases in
the fiber capacity over the past decade heavily rely on the node
size scaling promised by Moore’s Law. However, CMOS node
scaling will inevitably slow down and finally halt [16], [17],
suggesting that signal processing hardware needs to be redefined
to maintain the explosive internet traffic growth in the future.

The field of neuromorphic photonics aims to build practical
photonic neural networks (PNNs) to solve these challenges in
DSP [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. PNNs
emulate the biological or artificial neural network models using
high-speed devices and large-bandwidth photonic waveguides,
thus allowing PNNs to execute neural network algorithms (e.g.,
deep learning) with unmatched speed. PNNs, like other machine
learning algorithms, can learn optical fiber transmission channel
characteristics from abundant transmission data without explicit
channel knowledge and then invert various transmission impair-
ments using the learned transmission channel model [26], [27].
However, unlike digital platforms such as ASICs, which heavily
rely on parallel computing to keep up with the ever-increasing
data rate (resulting in significant power consumption overhead),
PNNs leverage photonic devices that are originally designed for
optical communications, and thus, if appropriately designed, can
always offer a processing speed matching the fiber communica-
tion line rate in the future.

Photonic reservoir computing (RC) [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32], a subclass of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), was first
proposed and demonstrated to process optical communication
systems fast and efficiently [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39].
RC consists a reservoir of randomly linked neurons followed
by a readout layer. The weight connections are fixed inside the
reservoir. Only the readout layer’s weights are trained using
linear regression. Photonic RC for optical communications has
attracted significant research interest due to their ease of im-
plementation. They have been implemented using both optical

fibers and integrated photonic platforms, and have demonstrated
many functions, including dispersion and nonlinearity compen-
sations for both IM/DD and coherent optical systems. The reader
is directed to the most recent review articles in this field [40],
[41]. Since only the readout layer of RC can be trained, RC
faces the challenges of limited expressivity and thus sometimes
cannot guarantee convergence to desired behaviors.

As proposed by some authors [42], a different method of over-
coming RC’s constraint is creating a rigorous mapping between
physical models of optoelectronic systems and abstract models
of neural networks. Consequently, PNNs can then use standard
machine learning methods (such as back-propagation) to train
every parameter in the PNN. We used this approach to demon-
strate a silicon photonic feed-forward neural network (FNN) to
model and compensate for fiber nonlinearities in a 10,080 km
trans-pacific transmission system [43]. The PNN functions as a
photonic accelerator to replace the power-intensive nonlinear
compensation module in DSP. However, the power analysis
reveals that the digital to analog converters (DACs) used to
convert digital signals to analog photonic neural network pa-
rameters contribute to most of the power consumption in the
system, undermining the benefits of PNN in terms of energy
efficiency [26].

To address these challenges, this paper proposes a
WDM-based photonic recurrent neural network (depicted in
Fig. 1(b)) [21] as a front-end processor, capable of simulta-
neously resolving dispersions and both intra and inter-channel
fiber nonlinearities in multiple WDM channels in the photonic
domain, for the first time to our best knowledge. Furthermore,
our photonic RNN can directly interface and process optical
WDM signals in the photonic domain, eliminating prohibitive
energy consumption overhead and speed reduction in ADCs.
The WDM-based photonic neural network encodes the infor-
mation to different wavelengths as inputs, and thus it can di-
rectly interface with the WDM optical communication systems.
The proposed photonic neural network composes microring
resonator (MRR) banks for synaptic weighting, photodetector-
modulator neurons as activation function, and a feedback wave-
guide providing all-to-all recurrency connecting all WDM chan-
nels. The proposed photonic RNN can be analogous to optical
fiber transmission systems in that their linear neuron-to-neuron
connections with the internal feedback waveguide are analo-
gous to dispersive memory. Meanwhile, the neuron nonlinearity
can mimic all forms of nonlinear effects (not limited to fiber
nonlinearities) in a fiber transmission system [27]. Thanks to
these analogies, the photonic RNN can be trained to resemble
the fiber transmission channels and invert the various chan-
nel impairments. More interestingly, PNN provides wideband
weighted addition among WDM channels, allowing addressing
inter-channel nonlinearity problems in WDM systems that DSP
built on ASIC chips lacks the bandwidth or power to process.

To evaluate performance of our proposed front-end neuro-
morphic processor, we apply the proposed photonic RNN to a
WDM pulse-amplitude modulation 4-level (PAM4) system and
evaluate the signals’ bit error rate (BER) reduction after being
processed by the photonic RNN in the numerically simulated
transmission system. We compare the signal performances with
various DSP approaches, demonstrating that our photonic RNN
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional WDM transmission system with DSP. (b) Proposed WDM transmission system where signal recovery is performed in the optical domain
using the proposed photonic recurrent neural network before the optical receiver. (c) A false-colour confocal micrograph of the silicon photonic neuron device.
(c) is reproduced from Huang et al., Nat. Electron. 28, 8, 2021, ref. [43], Springer Nature Ltd. WDM: wavelength-division multiplexing, DSP: digital signal
processor, (DE)MUX: (de)multiplexing, PRNN: photonic recurrent neural network, MRR: microring resonator, BPD: balanced photodetector.

has smaller BERs for all wavelength channels. We verify that the
performance improvement comes from the unique capability of
compensating for inter-channel nonlinearities. Our power con-
sumption and latency analysis show that our photonic RNN can
significantly reduce the power consumption and latency com-
pared to the state-of-the-art DSP chips. We hope our proposed
photonic RNN, which is fully compatible with commercial sili-
con photonic platforms, can provide and inspire new solutions to
the future high-speed low-energy fiber communication systems.

II. PRINCIPLES AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1(a) shows a typical N -channel WDM fiber trans-
mission system. At the transmitter, independent information
streams are modulated on different wavelengths of lasers

and then multiplexed and transmitted simultaneously in a
single-mode fiber. The signals experience chromatic disper-
sion and Kerr effect induced nonlinear distortions in the
fiber link as described by the coupled nonlinear Schrödinger
equation [44] in (1) shown at the bottom of this page.
where uλi

(t, z) is the optical field of the signal at wavelength
λi, β2 is the group-velocity dispersion governing linear im-
pairment, and γ is the fiber nonlinear coefficient. Δkmnlk =
km + kn − kl − kk represents the phase mismatch. fR repre-
sents the fractional Raman contribution, hR(t) is Raman re-
sponse function for stimulated Raman scattering,Ω is the Stokes
shift [44]. The first term on the right hand side of the NLSE
is self-phase modulation which introduces a nonlinear phase
related to the signal power, and the second term is cross-phase
modulation which describes how the signal in one wavelength is

∂uλk
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+ i
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affected by the nonlinear phase introduced by other wavelength
signals. The third term is four-wave mixing which involves
nonlinear interaction among four optical waves, and the fourth
term represents stimulated Raman scattering where one signal
acts as a pump and generates the frequency-shift radiation to
another signal. The inter-channel stimulated Raman scattering
is significant only if in ultra-wideband WDM transmission [45].
The XPM and FWM terms indicate that fully compensating for
the inter-channel nonlinearity requires the receiver to be able
to detect and process multiple wavelength channels simultane-
ously. At the receiver of a conventional WDM fiber transmission
system shown in Fig. 1(a), the WDM signals are first demulti-
plexed and then detected by the photodetectors and processed by
DSPs separately. In principle, the fiber-induced distortions can
be compensated by DBP, which solves the z-reversed NLSE
digitally, leaving only non-deterministic noises [4]. However,
full compensation of inter-channel effects using DBP is too
computationally expensive to implement in DSP because it
requires first high oversampling of the signal and then solving
a set of coupled NLSE with a fine step size [9]. As a result,
inter-channel nonlinearity remains one of the major limitations
to increasing fiber capacity.

Our proposed photonic RNN solves this problem from a
new perspective as shown in Fig. 1(b). The photonic RNN’s
input is an array of MRRs, each with a reasonance frequency
corresponding to the central frequency of the signals in the
WDM transmission system. The input MRR array serves as the
input layer of the photonic RNN, accepting the WDM signals
from the transmission link and providing a tunable weight vector
win to the WDM signals at the optical domain. After the
input layer, the WDM signals are broadcast to and weighted by
the reconfigurable, continuous-valued MRR weight banks [47]
consisting of N ×N MRRs, where N is the number of WDM
channels to be processed. Next, the WDM signals are summed
by the followed balanced photodetector which converts the
total optical power from each MRR output into photocurrent,
resulting in a complementary−1 to+1 continuous weight range.
The weight matrix given by the N ×N weight bank is denoted
as W rec. The photocurrent modulates the transmission of the
MRR modulator (that is, photonic neuron) and hence modulates
the optical power of a continuous-wave optical carrier (labeled
as a “neuron pump”). The MRR modulator exhibits nonlinear
electrical-to-optical transfer functions, producing the nonlinear
activation function in the photonic neural network. The outputs
of the photonic neurons are partially connected back to the
N ×N MRRs’ inputs using a single feedback waveguide.

The “Broadcast-and-weight” protocol [18] is compatible with
the mainstream silicon photonics platform. Fig. 1(c) shows the
micrograph of a 4× 2 photonic neural network device fabricated
by the commercial silicon photonic foundry as an example,
which comprises two arrays of MRR weight banks connected to
two photonic neurons (i.e., germanium-silicon photodetector–
MRR PN-junction modulator pair). The experimental demon-
stration of MRR weight banks was first published by Tait
et al. [18], followed by several efforts to improve the weighting
precision in the network [48], [49], [50]. The most recent work
demonstrated 9-bit precision, beyond the 8-bit precision widely
used in DSP chips for optical communications [51]. The first full

integration of the photonic neural network comprising MRR
weight bank and photonic neuron was demonstrated in [52].
Current silicon photonic foundry chips lack on-chip lasers and
optical amplification to support neuron-to-neuron cascadabil-
ity. The current demonstration uses externally coupled lasers
as neuron pumps and passive on-chip front-end impedance
connecting the photodetector and MRR modulator to provide
neuron-neuron gain and compensate for the circuit losses, at the
cost of speed reduction and power consumption increase caused
by the on-chip impedance [43], [53], [54]. Other advanced but
less mature technologies promise to solve the tradeoffs. As
discussed in [55], integrating a transimpedance amplifier with
a silicon photonic chip can provide a significant electrical gain
to retain cascadability without losing speed. Meanwhile, III/V
and heterogeneous III/V-silicon integration platforms promise
on-chip lasers and optical amplification [46], [56], [57], [58],
[59]. The processing latency of this network is determined by
the light traveling time in the recurrent loop, which includes the
delays at the MRR weight banks, the PD, and the MRR modu-
lator neuron caused by their limited bandwidth and the delay in
the waveguide. By using high-speed optoelectronic devices, the
processing latency of the photonic RNN is usually smaller than
a clock cycle of a DSP chip [60]. In addition, photonic RNNs
don’t always suffer from the constant data movement, memory
fetch and clock distribution operations required in digital RNNs.
As a result, the photonic RNN has much lower latency than DSP.

III. TRAINING PHOTONIC RNN

A. Principle

The principle of training the photonic RNN is to digitize the
continuous photonic RNN model to conventional RNN model,
and then the photonic RNN can be trained using the standard
deep learning algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2. The photonic
RNN can be modelled by a set of coupled ordinary differential
equations modified from [21], [46]:

ds(t)

dt
= W recy(t−ΔT ) +winu(t) + b− s(t)

τ
(2a)

y(t) = σ(s(t)) (2b)

where u and y are the input and output WDM signals of the
photonic RNN. In our case, both u and y have N elements,
each representing the time series of the distorted and recovered
signal, respectively, at a particular wavelength. N is the channel
number of the WDM transmission system. s and b are vectors,
representing the neuron state and bias respectively, τ is the time
constant of the photonic neuron. ΔT is the time delay caused by
the feedback optical waveguide. In this paper, we choose ΔT =
1/Bdata, where Bdata is the signal’s baud rate, to ensure that
the memory of the photonic RNN is approximate to the ratio be-
tween dispersion-induced pulse spreading and the original pulse
width. σ(·) is the nonlinear activation function of the photonic
MRR neuron, which is typically a Lorenz-shape function [52].
Here we use σ(x) = −0.28/((x− 0.5)2 + 0.492) + 1.35 ex-
perimentally characterized from our silicon photonic neuron
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Fig. 2. Framework and training of the photonic RNN model. (a) Photonic RNN for N -channel (λ1, λ2, λ3, . . . , λN ) WDM PAM4 optical signals equalization.
The distorted WDM signals xλ1:N are regarded as inputs of photonic RNN and recovered to original signals yλ1:N . Every channel has the same signal sequence
length of M . The signals are inputted and outputted via the MRR arrays. wini,wouti are the tunable weight vectors for different WDM signals λi in the input
and output MRR array, respectively. Reproduce from Peng et al., arXiv:2106.13865 (2021) Ref. [46]. (b) Schematic diagram of the discrete photonic RNN cell.
σ: activation function. (c) The mean training loss and mean BER for 2-channel × 56 GBaud/s/lane 20 km transmission system. (d) Comparison of the expected
signal (blue) and the recovery output (red) of the photonic RNN model.

device [43]. Other activation functions can be assembled us-
ing coupled-cavity devices [61], [62], [63]. W rec is the pho-
tonic recurrent weight matrix, and win is the input weight
vector.

The task of training the photonic RNN is to learn the optimized
W rec, win and b such that the outputs y are the recovered
WDM signals. To train the analog photonic RNN, we first dis-
cretize (2) using the forward-Euler method, as proposed by [46].
The discretized photonic RNN model now can be represented
by a series of RNN cells similar to software-based RNNs as
shown in Fig. 2(a), consisting to a series of photonic RNN cells
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 2(b) shows a3× 3 recurrent structure
as an example. N ×N photonic RNN can be achieved using
the same architecture with an N ×N network. In this way, the
photonic RNN can be constructed by Pytorch nn.module [64]
and trained using the back propagation through time (BPTT)
algorithm [65], similar to software-based RNNs.

B. Training Photonic RNN for WDM Transmission System

We use VPI Transmission Maker [66] to simulate the WDM
transmission system and generate the dataset. Here we in-
vestigate a WDM PAM4 direct-detection system for short-
reach transmission. In our simulation, we assume the standard

single-mode fiber (SSMF) with a dispersion parameter D =
16 ps/nm/km, a dispersion slope of Ds = 0.08 ps/nm2/km, a
nonlinear index = 2.6× 10−20 m2/W, an attenuation loss = 0.2
dB/km. The fiber loss is compensated by a pre-amplifier with
a noise figure of 4 dB. We first look at a 2-channel 56 GBaud
transmission system with the signal carrier frequency at 193.1
and 193.2 THz respectively, over a 20 km transmission distance.
We generate 102,400 symbols for each channel at the transmitter
using pseudorandom bit sequences (PRBSs) with different seeds
and obtain 102,400 received symbols from the VPI simulation.
80% of the symbols are used for training and validation, and 20%
are used as the testing dataset. ForN -channel WDM system with
training sequence length of M per channel, the training objec-
tive is to minimize the average mean square error (MSE) loss
between the obtained and the expected output of the training in-
put sequences, defined as 1

N
1
M

∑N
i=1

∑M
j=1[yλi(tj)− ŷλi(tj)]

2.
We use Kaiming initialization [67] to initialize the parameters of
the PRNN layer and Xavier initialization [68] for output linear
regression layer. Adam optimizer is set with an initial learning
rate of 0.001, which decays every 1,000 iterations by 0.5 [69].
To validate that our network is reliable, we use Monte-Carlo
cross-validation with 5 iterations [70]. With this method, we
obtain 5 bit error rate values by counting the number of bit
errors in total in each iteration. We then obtain the average BER
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Fig. 3. Comparison of PRNN and various DSP methods in 2-channel 56
GBaud/λ WDM PAM4 signals over 20 km transmission link. PRNN: photonic
recurrent neural network; FNN: feed-forward neural network; MLSE: maximum
likelihood sequence estimation. tanh: hyperbolic tangent activation function.

to evaluate the equalization performance. Fig. 2(c) shows the
mean loss (i.e., MSE) and BER during the training stage. The
results are evaluated using the mean BER of the test dataset in
different channels.

IV. RESULTS

A. Equalization Performance

After training, we test the photonic RNN’s ability to resolve
fiber-induced distortions, particularly fiber nonlinearity, in a
2-channel 56 GBaud/channel transmission link over 20 km
distance. We compare the photonic RNN with different DSP
methods including, maximum likelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE) and feed-forward neural network equalizer (FNN),
as shown in Fig. 3. MLSE is a linear equalizer commonly
used for dispersion compensation [71]. The MLSE used in the
comparison is operated with two samples per symbol and a
memory length of 8 symbols according to the ratio between
dispersion-induced pulse spreading and the original pulse width.
The coefficients of MLSE are updated to minimize the MSE.
The FNN design is similar to that published in [72], having
an input layer accepting 8 time-delayed symbols, one hidden
layer with 16 neurons, and an output layer with 2 neurons
outputting the recovered signals. The input size is approximate
to the dispersion-induced pulse spreading divided by the original
pulse width. To study the performance of linear and nonlinear
equalizers, we include two FNNs in our comparison, one with
the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation function and the other
without activation functions (i.e., a linear network). It is worth
noting that the DSP algorithms can only be implemented on a
channel-by-channel basis, while the photonic RNN is able to
process all WDM channels simultaneously.

Fig. 3 shows the results of system Q-factor performance
as a function of optical powers launched into the fiber input
under different compensation schemes. The Q-factor value is
calculated by [73]:

Q = 20 · log10(
√
2erfc−1(2BER)) (3)

where BER is the average BER over all WDM channels. As
shown in Fig. 3, we see that the photonic RNN significantly
outperforms all other DSP-based compensation algorithms due

Fig. 4. Equalization performance for (a) 2, (b) 3, and (c) 4 channels WDM
systems respectively. The WDM systems have 56 GBaud/λ PAM4 signals up to
20 km transmission with different launch power per channel. The red and blue
curves represent the average equalization performance of all channels using
PRNN with and without inter-channel nonlinearity compensation, respectively.
PRNN: photonic recurrent neural network.

to its capability of processing both intra and inter-channel dis-
tortions. The optimum launched power is 1 dBm with a BER of
1.4×10−3 (corresponding to 9.51 dB Q-factor). FNN with tanh
activation functions is only capable of mitigating intra-channel
distortions including dispersion and self-phase modulation, thus
the optimum BER after compensation is 6.2×10−3 (7.96 dB
Q-factor) at a launch power of 0 dBm, still worse than the
hard-decision forward error correction (HD-FEC) threshold
(3.8×10−3). The FNN without nonlinear activation functions
and MLSE are linear equalizers, so they can only compensate
for fiber dispersions and have the worst BER performances.

To further confirm that the photonic RNN can compensate for
inter-channel nonlinearity, we conduct the following simulations
based on the same photonic RNN. In the following two cases,
the transmission link contains 2 × 56 GBaud PAM4 signals. In
one case shown in the blue curve in Fig. 4(a), we train the neural
network using the training dataset of channel 1 and evaluate the
BER performance of channel 1. Due to lacking the data from
the second channel, this case can only address intra-channel
distortions similar to the FNN. In the other case, the photonic
RNN is trained using the training datasets from both channels, as
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shown by the red curve in Fig. 4(a). In this case, since the neural
network can learn the response of all WDM channels rather
than only a single channel, the inter-channel crosstalk can be
compensated. As a result, we observe a 0.72 dB improvement in
the Q-factor and a 1 dB improvement in optimum launch power
than those in the first case.

B. Channel Scalability

We investigate the performance of the proposed photonic
RNN with more WDM channels. The signal speed is 56
GBaud/s/channel and the transmission distance is 20 km. The
channel space is 100 GHz. The results of 3 and 4 channels is
shown in Fig. 4(b), (c). Similar to Fig. 4(a), the red curve shows
the results of training all channels simultaneously to compensate
for inter-channel crosstalk, whereas the blue curve shows the
results of training only one channel. In the 3-channel system,
the optimal launch power increases from 0 dBm to 1 dBm,
and the optimal Q-factor increase from 8.63 dB to 9.39 dB. In
the 4-channel system, the optimal launch power increases from
−0.5 dBm to 0.5 dBm, and the optimal Q-factor increase from
8.38 dB to 9.17 dB.

We find it becomes more challenging to train more channels
because the current objective function is difficult to render
optimized BER performances for every channel simultaneously.
The WDM signal in one channel is more likely to be influenced
by the signals from its adjacent channels than by the channels
farther away. Thus in principle, the weights between neighboring
channels should be more significant than distant channels. How-
ever, the current training objective is the MSE averaged across
all channels. The consequence of this non-optimized objective
function is the trained weights between distant channels are
larger than they should be. A potential solution to this problem
is to assign a dedicated objective function to every individual
channel [74].

C. Data Rate-Distance Product Comparison With Other
Published Work

To further evaluate the capability of our proposed photonic
RNN, we simulate the transmission performance under different
single-lane data rates to find out the maximum transmission
distance at BER= 3.8×10−3. Fig. 5 shows the data rate-distance
product and the comparison between our work (red dots) and
other published transmission system demonstrations with PAM4
signals. We have included both DSP (green dots) and photonic
reservoir computing (blue dots) in the comparison. The gray
curves are the contour lines given by the product of the data rate
and the distance. When only considering a single channel, our
work can achieve a data rate-distance product of 1200 GBaud
· km, outperforming most of the other approaches except [81].
The algorithm used in [81] requires a feedforward equalizer
and MLSE. Its problem is that in the system with more distinct
dispersion-induced pulse broadening, the computational com-
plexity increases enormously. In contrast, our approach only
requires a very simple photonic RNN with one photonic neuron
in the single-channel transmission system. When there are two
channels in the transmission system, we see that our works’ data
rate-distance products (red squares) are approximately doubled

Fig. 5. Comparison of different PAM4 equalization systems with reservoir
computing (RC) [34], [75], [76], [77] and DSP [78], [79], [80], [81], [82] in
terms or data rate and distance. Ch: channel; Sim: simulation; Exp: experiment.

to 2400 GBaud · km, implying that our approach can extend the
transmission performance by compensating for the inter-channel
crosstalk in multi-channel WDM system. Other works under
comparison only consider single transmission channel.

V. POWER CONSUMPTION AND LATENCY ANALYSIS

This section will show that photonic RNNs not only exceed
DSP in channel equalization performance but they also have
the potential to drastically reduce power consumption and la-
tency in optical communication systems. When estimating the
power consumption and latency of PRNN, we assume that the
system uses devices accessible in commercial silicon photonics
foundries. For the DSP, we assume that it uses 5 nm CMOS
technology. We realize the challenges of quantifying the power
consumption and latency of DSP at the chip level. Thus, we only
focus on the basic multiplication and addition operations when
analyzing the DSP. When analyzing the photonic RNN, we have
included fundamental sources of on-chip energy dissipation that
are needed for a photonic neural network to operate (such as
weight banks, photonic neurons, pump lasers, as well as most
of the peripheral circuits (DACs)).

A. Power Consumption

1) Photonic RNN With Silicon Photonic Platform: We follow
the outline of power consumption of photonic neural network
derived in previous publications [43], [52], [60], [83]. The power
consumption of a N ×N photonic RNN is given as:

PPhotonics

= [(Edac + Emrr) ·Bdata + Pdriver + Pheater] ·N2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Weighting power

+ [(Erec + Emod) ·Bdata + Ppump + Pheater] ·N︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neuronspower

(4)

The first term in (4) is the power consumption cost by photonic
weights, where Bdata is the baud rate, Edac and Emrr are the
energy consumption spent on digital-to-analog converters and
optical modulators respectively, to actuate weights. High-speed
DACs based on 7-nm FinFET [84] are used to convert the digital
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weights to analog voltages. Pdriver is the power consumption
of the MRR driver. Microheaters are used to tune the MRR
resonance to match the pump wavelength. Thus, Pheater is the
power consumption of the microheater and its control circuit for
resonance alignment. The second term is the power consumption
of photonic neurons. In the physical RNN, the signal power
ratio between the input and output in the recurrent loop must be
greater than unity [52]. For photonic neurons, physical cascad-
ability is expressed as the input and output being both optical,
and their modulation depth and optical power remain unity.
Many factors account for losses inside the closed loop, including
(1) optical losses of optical devices and waveguides, which can
be compensated by an external and powerful enough optical
pump, and (2) electrical losses due to inefficient modulation
depth. In our analysis, we assume a receiver with photodetector
following transimpedance amplifier (TIA) [85]. The electrical
loss is assumed to be compensated by a TIA between the O/E
and E/O stages of photonic neurons. The TIA amplifies the
photocurrent to drive the following modulator in full swing while
sidestepping the gain-bandwidth trade-off in the neuron unit.
Erec and Emod represent the energy consumption of electrical
receiver (including the photodetector and TIA) and the MRR
modulator neuron, respectively. The optical pump not only
serves as an optical carrier of neuron output, but it also injects
extra optical energy into the neuron to compensate for optical
losses due to insertion losses and limited extinction ratio.The
network needs to ensure greater-than-unity O/E/O efficiency.
Thus, the neuron pump must provide sufficient photocurrent
(after detection) to drive the neuron modulator in full swing.
It also needs to compensate for various losses in the chip, such
as coupling loss and device insertion losses. The Ppump used in
our calculation is modified from [52] by further considering the
losses in the peripheral circuits. The value of power consumption
would depend on different technology developments [43]. Simi-
lar to [43], [83], in this paper, we assume that the system uses the
silicon PN modulators and Ge-on-Si photodetectors available in
commercial silicon photonics foundries. Table I in Appendix A
summarizes the parameter values used to calculate the power
consumption of the photonic neural network.

2) DSP: We follow the paper by Pillai et al. [86] to calculate
the power consumption of DSP. Generally, the power consump-
tion in DSP is the number of channel N times the sum of the
energy of the required operations Eop multiplied by how many
operations are required in a second Nop, as shown in (5).

PDSP = N ·
∑

EopNop (5)

For simplicity, we exclude the power consumption of serial-
izer/deserializer, which although is a highly challenging and
power consuming module in DSP, particularly for high speed
signals. We look at two algorithms, FNN and MLSE, and focus
on their number of operations Nop, especially multiplication
NM and addition NA which account for most power consump-
tion.

We first consider the I ×H ×O 3-layer delayed FNN system
for single channel compensation, where I , H , O represent the
number of neurons in each layer. Assuming that the FNN pro-
cesses data sequentially, the number of operations completely

Fig. 6. Power consumption of 1.6 T transceiver module and Q-factor of
2-channel 56 GBaud/λ WDM PAM4 signals over a 20 km transmission link
with different equalization schemes. PRNN: photonic recurrent neural network;
MLSE: maximum likelihood sequence estimation; FNN: feed-forward neural
network. In calculating the power consumption of PRNN, we assume that the
system uses the silicon PN modulators and Ge-on-Si photodetectors available
in commercial silicon photonics foundries. MLSE and FNN are DSP approach
using 5 nm CMOS node.

depends on the network size and channel number. The number
of multiplication NM,fnn and addition NA,fnn operations is as
follows:

NM,fnn = (I ·H +H ·O) ·Bdata (6a)

NA,fnn = ((I − 1) ·H + (H − 1) ·O) ·Bdata (6b)

We then adapt MLSE structure from [81] to derive the opera-
tions number of multiplication NM,mlse and addition NA,mlse.
In order to search for the most probable signal sequence using
MLSE, the memory length must scale with the dispersion-
induced pulse spreading length which leads to the exponentially
increased operation number [81], as shown in follows:

NM,mlse = L · PL+1 ·Bdata (7a)

NA,mlse = (L+ 2) · PL+1 ·Bdata (7b)

where L = 4 is the truncated channel length and P = 2 is the
number of symbol to construct a reduced-state trellis [81].

Fig. 6 plots the predicted power consumption of the next
generation 1.6 T transceiver for data center communications
with 8 WDM channels × 200 Gbit/s/lane. N = 8 in (5). We
assume 5 nm CMOS node is used for DSP chips. The operation
energy consumption of multiplicationEop,M and additionEop,A

per information bit are 347.5 fJ/b and 43.4 fJ/b, respectively,
according to [86]. We can see from Fig. 6 that the PRNN power
consumption is predicted to be 12.7 W which is lower than
other DSP algorithms while achieving the best signal quality.
In comparison, the estimated power consumption of MLSE is
42.3 W, and the FNN-based equalizer has a power consumption
of over 90.0 W, both are beyond the thermal management ca-
pacity of today’s semiconductor packaging technology [7]. The
parameters used to generate Fig. 6 are summarized in Table I of
Appendix A.

B. Latency

The processing latency of this network is determined by the
light traveling time in the recurrent loop, which includes the
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delays at the MRR weight bank, PDs, and MRR modulator
neurons caused by their limited bandwidth and the delay in the
waveguide. The MRRs in the weight bank have a low Q-factor
of only a few thousand, and thus the weights are computed in a
single time step within a few picoseconds. The delay in the pho-
todetector and MRR modulator neuron is approximately equal
to the inverse of their total bandwidth (i.e., 1/Bmod + 1/Bpd).
The delay in the recurrent waveguide equals one symbol duration
(i.e., 1/Bdata). To compensate for the dispersion, the signals
need to recirculate in the loop for at leastM times.M is approxi-
mately the ratio between dispersion-induced pulse spreading and
the original pulse width. Therefore, the total latency of PRNN
is M(1/Bmod + 1/Bpd) + (M − 1)(1/Bdata) [60]. M = 8 in
the 1.6 T transmission system with 8 PAM4 WDM channels and
100 Gbaud/lane. Therefore, the total latency of a photonic RNN
is approximately 470 ps.

A significant difference between DSP and photonic systems
is that the latency of DSP systems is fundamentally bounded
by the system clock fclock. The DSP clock fclock is usually
set at a few hundreds of MHz in most DSP systems for the best
energy efficiency [86]. It is challenging to estimate the latency in
DSP because the latency is not only determined by the required
operations but also the exact circuit layout. Thus for simplicity,
we consider the best scenario for DSP where DSP hardware
can always operate at line rate speed via massive parallelism, so
only the delay in serial to parallel (s/p) conversion is included.
The latency of s/p conversion is 2Bdata/f

2
clock [83]. With the

parameters values in Table I, we can obtain the minimum latency
of DSP processor’s latency of 1.6 μs, which is more than 3,400
times longer than 470 ps in photonic RNN.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a photonic recurrent neural network
(RNN) compatible with the silicon photonic platform for intra
and inter-channel impairments compensation in WDM systems.
We demonstrate in simulation that our photonic RNN equalizer
can outperform digital MLSE and FNN equalizer in a 56 Gbaud
WDM PAM4 transmission system in terms of optimum Q-factor
and launch power. A higher baud rate can be achieved by replac-
ing the optical modulators and photodetectors in the photonic
RNN with those with matched speeds. Due to inter-channel
nonlinearity compensation, our photonic RNN improves the
signals’ Q-factor by 0.72, 0.76, and 0.79 dB in 2, 3, and 4 chan-
nels WDM systems, respectively, compared to other schemes
without inter-channel compensation capability. Furthermore, we
show that our photonic RNN has a better data rate-distance
product than most other channel equalization using photonic
reservoir computing and DSP, except for some computationally
expensive DSP algorithms. In addition to the advantages in
BER performance, our photonic RNN has a unique capability of
processing WDM communication signals of multiple channels
directly in the optical domain without ADCs. This capability
ensures the photonic RNN has much greater energy efficiency
compared to other photonic neural network and DSP approaches.
Our proposed photonic RNN has shown significantly reduced
power consumption and processing latency compared to the

conventional DSP hardware when using the mature silicon pho-
tonic foundry technologies. Prior research has suggested that
the power consumption can be further reduced by two orders of
magnitude with advanced nanophotonics [60].

APPENDIX A
CALCULATION PARAMETERS VALUES

Related values of involved parameters for calculation are
listed in Table 1.

TABLE I
MODELING PARAMETERS
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